
A urora, a self-driving vehicle tech com-
pany with offices in San Francisco, Sili -

con Valley, Dallas, Pittsburgh and Bozeman,
Montana, has acquired Uber’s self-driving
unit, Ad vanced Technologies Group (ATG),
which had been operating in Tempe and other
parts of Arizona for the past few years, known
for their specially outfitted Volvo XC90 fleet.

Arizona Governor Doug Ducey encouraged
Uber to enter Arizona, appointing a com mit tee
of eight to welcome them in 2015. By late 2016,
Ducey announced, “Arizona welcomes Uber
self-driving cars with open arms and wide
open roads. While California puts the brakes
on innovation and change with more bureau-
cracy and more regulation, Arizona is paving
the way for new technology and new busi-
nesses.” Sadly, the operation famously led to
the first recorded pedestrian fatality involving
an autonomous (self-driving) vehicle.

Following the fatal incident, Ducey sus-
pended Uber’s testing of self-driving vehicles
in the state. Uber suspended testing of self-
driving vehicles in its other three locations, as

well: San Francisco, Pittsburgh and Toronto.
Uber chose not to renew its permit for testing
in California when it ex pired in spring 2018.

Ripples from Uber’s experience have been
extensive and have spawned new regulations
and new innovations in the autonomous vehi-
cle busi ness. 

Uber decided they did not have to branch
out into this field and that they would focus on
their primary ride-hailing business.

Meanwhile, a new startup—Aurora—was
formed in 2017 to focus on only self-driving
vehicles. In December, Aurora picked up ATG,
with cofounder and CEO Chris Urmson an -
nouncing, “ATG’s team and technology will
accelerate our mission and the delivery of our
first product safely, quickly, and broadly. By
adding the people and technology of Uber’s
Advanced Technologies Group to the incredi-
ble group we’ve already assembled at Au -
rora, we’re shifting the landscape of the auto-
mated vehicle space. With the addition of
ATG, Aurora will have an incredibly strong
team and technology, a clear path to several

markets, and the resources to deliver.”
Uber’s ATG had kept a low pro file while

continuing development of software, hard-
ware and product design, including advances
in rigorous testing and the building of a strong
safety culture. 

Aurora will be applying this team and its
skills to their Aurora Driver core technology
— implementing more immediate applications
for heavy-duty trucks, while accelerating their
work on light vehicles. 

Aurora maintains a strategic partnership
with Uber, in pursuit of connecting their tech-
nology to the world’s leading ride-hailing plat-
form, a quick way to deliver the Aurora Driver
broadly. While autonomous trucking is where
they will deliver product first, the relationship
with Uber puts them in a position to be a lead-
ing player in autonomous trucking and pas-
senger mobility, both. In support of Aurora’s
partnership with Uber, Uber is investing $400
million back into Aurora.

Aurora is backed by Amazon, Sequoia and
others, and tests its vehicles in the Bay Area,
Pittsburgh and Dallas. It could be awhile be -
fore self-driving Ubers hit Tempe again. ■
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